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Consider the abstract linear functional equation 
FE) (Dx)(t) =f(t) (t20), x(t) = v(t) (t<O) 
in a Banach space B. A theorem is proven which contains the following result as a 
special case. Let Y(R; B; n) be a P-space or Co-space on R = ( - 00, co), with a 
suitable weight function 1. and with values in B. Let D be a closed (unbounded) 
causal linear operator in Y(R; B; q), which commutes with translations. Suppose 
that D + II has a continuous causal inverse for some complex 1, and that D restric- 
ted to those functions in Y(R; B; n) which vanish on R- = (-co, 0] has a con- 
tinuous causal inverse. Then (FE) generates a strongly continuous semigroup of 
translation type on a Banach space, which is essentially the cross product of the 
restriction of the domain of D to R- and Y(R+; B, n). Examples with B= C” on 
how the theory applies to a neutral functional differential equation, a difference 
equation, a Volterra integrodifferential equation (with nonintegrable kernel but 
integrable resolvent), and a fractional order functional differential equation are 
given. Also, an abstract neutral functional differential equation in a Hilbert space is 
studied and applications to an abstract Volterra integrodifferential equation in a 
Banach space are indicated. 6 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many linear autonomous functional equations in a Banach space B can 
be written in the form 
FE) (ox)(t) =f(t) (f~R+l, 41) = v(t) (zER-). 
Here R - = ( - co, 0] and R + = [0, co). For instance, if 
(ox)(r)=; x(t)-Ax(t), 
where A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup in B, then 
(FE) is an abstract differential equation, with initial condition x(O) = q(O). 
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(Dx)(t)=x(t)- j' A(t-s)x(s)ds, 
--m 
where A is a (continuous) operator-valued function, then (FE) is a 
Volterra equation, and so on. 
One of the first questions which one asks in each special case is whether 
(FE) is “well posed” in one way or another. A closely related question is 
whether (FE) generates a strongly continuous semigroup of translation 
type. The methods which one uses are adapted to the specific equation, but 
to some extent they seem to be similar to each other. This fact has 
motivated us to try to find some fairly general conditions on D which 
imply that (FE) is “well posed,” and that (FE) generates a semigroup in a 
suitably chosen initial function space. 
We interpret (FE) in the following way. The operator D maps a Banach 
space -ly- of functions on R into a Banach space y of functions on R +. A 
function x E %‘” is a solution of (FE) if Dx =f~ 9, and x restricted to R- 
equals cp. In particular, the initial function space C#j to which cp in (FE) 
belongs is the restriction of w to R-. 
In Section 2 we give conditions on the spaces w and 9, and on the 
operator D, which imply that (FE) is well posed in the sense that the 
solution of (FE) is unique, and depends continuously on cp and f: At a first 
sight, these conditions seem to be rather restrictive, but as we show with 
several examples, they can be satisfied with the appropriate choice of w 
and 9. 
The homogeneous equation 
WE) (ox)(t)=0 (fcR+), x(t) = rp(f) (tER-)> 
is a special case of (FE), and (HFE) is well posed whenever (FE) is so. It is 
a standard result that the solutions of (HFE) generate a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup whenever (HFE) is well posed and “the translation 
operator is strongly continuous in w.” As we show in Theorem 2.3, the 
same is true with the full equation (FE), if “the translation operator is also 
strongly continuous in 9.” 
Our basic application of the theory in Section 2 is given in Section 4, and 
it is of the following type. We let u be an “influence function” as defined in 
Section 3, and let Y(R; B; q) consist of either B-valued, strongly measurable 
functions y on R, satisfying 
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where 1 <p < co, or continuous, B-valued functions y for which vly is boun- 
ded and uniformly continuous, or Roy satisfies q(t) y(t) + 0 as t + t f co. We 
let D be an (unbounded) autonomous and causal operator in Y(R; B; q), 
and let %‘- be the domain of D. Most of the time (but not always) the 
operator D is closed in Y(R; B; q), and D + AZ has a continuous and causal 
inverse for some complex 1. In this case we put the topology on %‘“, which 
is induced by (D + AZ)-’ and let 9 be Y(R+; B; q). 
In Section 5 we discuss an alternative approach, and show that some of 
the conditions in Section 2 are in some sense necessary as well as sufficient. 
We suppose that the homogeneous equation (HFE) is well posed in a given 
space of initial functions, and use this fact to construct a forcing function 
space 9, which is of the type discussed in Section 2. 
Our construction of the solution function space w in Section 4 is an 
abstraction of some ideas in [27]. It applies to a large variety of equations, 
and is somewhat different from the standard approach. Usually (see, e.g., 
[3,6-8, 12, 13, 16,21,22]) one fixes the initial function space a once and 
for all, takes D to be of the form 
W)(t) =; (Ex)(t) - W)(t), 
where E is bounded (usually the identity), and F is bounded or unboun- 
ded, and puts sufficient conditions on E and F which imply that D 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup in the initial function space. We 
let D itself determine the initial function space through the requirement 
that the solution function space ?#‘- is approximately the inverse image 
under D of the forcing function space 8, and the initial function space g is 
the restriction to R- of %‘“. There are some similarities between this work 
and Miller’s [17, 181, although Miller constructs his semigroup in a 
product space, where the first component is x evaluated at t, and the 
second component is a forcing function rather than an initial function (cf. 
Section 9). 
We apply the general theory to several different equations of the type 
(FE). First we let B= C”, and discuss a neutral functional differential 
equation, a difference equation, a Volterra integrodifferential equation 
(with nonintegrable kernel but integrable resolvent), and a fractional order 
functional differential equation in Sections 7 to 10. Then we study an 
abstract neutral functional differential equation in a Hilbert space in Sec- 
tion 11. Finally we indicate applications to an abstract Volterra integrodif- 
ferential equation in a Banach space in Section 12. 
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2. THE SEMIGROUP GENERATED BY (FE) 
Consider (FE), which we recall to be 
(FE) (Dx)(t) =f(t) (tER+), x(t) = v(t) (tERP). 
We shall interpret (FE) in the following way. The linear operator D maps a 
Banach space w of functions on R into a Banach space 9 of functions on 
R +. A function x E 94’” is a solution of (FE) if Dx = f~ 9, and x restricted 
to R- equals cp. 
Let w be a Banach space of equivalence classes of functions from R to a 
Banach space B. This is the space to which x in (FE) is supposed to 
belong, so we call it the solution function space. We want the restriction of 
YV to R- also to be a Banach space, and therefore we impose the following 
condition on w: 
(Wl) The subspace Ily;,= (WEYY 1 w(t)=0 for tER-) is closed in YV. 
Here, and in the sequel, we think of functions like w as elements of a 
Banach space rather than as pointwise defined functions, and consider a 
statement like “w(t) = 0 for t E RP” to be true if there is at least one 
function in the corresponding equivalence class which satisfies this 
statement. 
When (W 1) holds, we can identify the restriction of -Ilr to R - with the 
quotient space a = w/9+& which is a Banach space. This is the initial 
function space from which we pick the initial function cp in (FE). 
Let F be a Banach space of equivalence classes of functions (or dis- 
tributions for that matter) from R + to B. We call F the forcing function 
space, and let D in (FE) be a linear operator from 9P” to 9. 
First, let us discuss a necessary condition on the pair (cp, f ) for (FE) to 
have a solution. Suppose that (FE) has a solution x. If cp = 0, then by the 
definition of a solution, we must have f E S$, where 
&= {Dw 1 wsWo}. 
If cp is not zero, then let tj be an arbitrary continuation of cp (i.e., a function 
in -llr whose restriction to R- equals cp). Then x - $ E %$, and by (FE), 
Dx - D$ = f - Dl// E &. In other words, the following compatibility con- 
dition is satisfied: 
(Cl) For some continuation + of cp, f -D$E&. 
Observe that if f - D$ E Y0 for one continuation @, then f - D$ E F. for 
every continuation, because Dt+b 1 - De2 E So if $ 1 - $2 E -tL-, . 
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Let us summarize the preceding discussion as follows. Define 
Z= ((cp,f)~~xX 1 (cp,f) satisfies (Cl)}. 
Then, a necessary condition for (FE) to have a solution is that (cp, f ) E Z. 
The uniqueness problem for (FE) is easily settled. If the solution x of 
(FE) is unique (whenever it exists), then necessarily 
(Dl) D is one-to-one on dlrO. 
Conversely, if (Dl ) holds, then (FE) can have at most one solution. 
Now, let us turn to the question of sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a solution of (FE). Actually, we want something more to be true than 
just plain existence, namely, we want to have continuous dependence on 
(cp, f) as well. To achieve this, we impose the following conditions: 
(D2) D is continuous from w into F, 
(D3) The inverse of the restriction of D to Y+$ is continuous. 
These two conditions are admittedly quite strong, but as we shall see 
later, in many examples the spaces w and B can be chosen so that they 
are satisfied. It is not difficult to show that if (W 1 ), (D 1) and (D2) hold, 
then (D3) is equivalent to the following condition: 
(Fl) PO is closed in 9. 
(Use the closed graph theorem.) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Wl), (Dl), (D2) and (D3) hold. Then Z is closed in 
a x 9, and for eoery (cp, f ) E Z, equation (FE) has a unique solution x E W, 
which depends linearly and continuously on (cp, f ). 
ProoJ: Let E: FO + -W, be the inverse of the restriction of D to wO. 
Then, by (D3), E is continuous. 
Let (cp, f ) E Z, and let ti be an arbitrary continuation of cp to R. Define 
g=f-DI1/. Th en, as (cp, f )EZ, gES$ Define x=$+Eg. Then XE~Y~, 
x(t)=cp(t)fort~R-,andDx=DICI+DEg=D*+g=f,soxisasolution 
of (FE). As we already observed above, (Dl) guarentees the uniqueness of 
this solution. To see that it depends continuously on (cp, f ), choose 1+9 so 
that II+11 ~2 llqll. Then 
II4 G WI1 + IIEII llgll G IWII + IIEII (Ilf II + IIDII ll$ll) 
d 2(1 + IIEII IIDII) lldl + IIEII Ilf IL 
and this proves the continuity. A similar computation can be used to prove 
the linearity. 
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Only one thing remains to be verified, namely that T is closed in ~8 x .9. 
Take (cp,,, f,) E Z, (P,, + rp E W and f, + f E F. Let x, be the solution of 
(FE). Then by the continuity of the solution map, x, tends to some 
function x E w. By the continuity of D and of the restriction map from VY 
into W = W/Y&, we must have q(t) =x(t) for t E R-, and f = Dx. In other 
words, x is a solution of (FE) with initial data (cp, f ). As we observed 
above, this implies (cp, f ) E Z. 1 
A special case of (FE) is the homogeneous equation 
(HFE) (ox)(t) = 0 (tER+), x(t) = dt) (tER-), 
which one gets by taking f = 0 in (FE). Define 
a0 = { cp E B 1 D# E F0 for some continuation I(/ of cp}. 
Specializing Theorem 2.1 to this situation we get 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (Wl), (Dl), (D2) and (D3) hold. Then B,, is 
closed in a, and for each cp E L&,, (HFE) has a unique solution x E W, which 
depends linearly and continuously on cp. 
When D is “autonomous,” there is a standard method to construct a 
semigroup induced by (HFE). One simply translates the solutions of 
(HFE), and restricts them to RP. We shall apply essentially the same 
procedure here, not only to (HFE), but also to the full equation (FE). 
For x E “w^, define z,x(s) = x(s + t) for t E R+, s E R, and for f E F, let 
d, f be the restriction to R+ of the translated function f(s + t). Assume the 
following: 
(W2) For tER+, the translation operator r, maps -W continuously 
into itself, and it is strongly continuous in t. 
(F2) For tER+, the translation and restriction operator d, maps S 
continuously into itself, and it is strongly continuous in t. 
As r, automatically satisfies the semigroup properties r,=Z and 
5 S+f =z,rl, (W2) means that one can define a strongly continuous trans- 
lation semigroup in ?Y, and in the same way, (F2) means that one can 
define a strongly continuous translation (and restriction) semigroup in 9. 
We call D autonomous, if Dz, w = A,Dw for every w E %‘” and t E R +. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (Wl), (W2), (Dl), (D2), (D3) and (F2) hold, andlet 
D be autonomous. For each pair (cp, f) E Z, define T(t)(cp, f) = (x,, A, f ), 
where x is the solution of (FE), and x, is the restriction of z,x to R-. Then T 
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is a strongly continuous semigroup in 2, and IIT(t)ll <M( ll~J[ + l)d,ll) for 
some constant M. 
Here r, is the translation operator in $V, and d, the translation and 
restriction operator in Y. 
Proof: By (W2), (F2) and the linearity and continuity of the solution 
and restriction mappings, T(t): 2 -+ ~?8 x .9 is linear and continuous for 
fixed t, T(t) is strongly continuous in t, and IIT(t)ll <M(llr,ll + ~~4,~~) for 
some constant M. Clearly T(0) = I. If x is the solution of (FE) with initial 
data (cp, f)EZ, and tER+, then D(r,x) = d,f, and so z,x is the solution of 
(FE) with initial data (xI, d, f ). This implies in particular that 
(x,, d, f ) E Z, so T(t) maps Z into itself. Moreover, for s, t E R +, 
m+t)(cp?f) = (Xs+f> d,+,f) = ((~,XL dSV,f )) = %)(x*9 dtf) = 
T(s) T(t)(q, f ), so T has the semigroup property T(s + t) = T(s) T(t). 1 
Again, we can specialize Theorem 2.3 to the homogeneous equation 
(HFE), and get 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (Wl), (W2), (Dl), (D2) and (D3) hold, and let D 
be autonomous. For each cp E a,,, define T(t) = xl, where x is the solution of 
(HFE) with initialfunction rp, and x, is the restriction of z,x to R-. Then T 
is a strongly continuous semigroup in 9Z10, and II T(t)\1 < M lIzIll for some con- 
stant M. 
In Theorem 2.3 we used a maximal forcing function space 9 in the sense 
that there is not much point in enlarging 9 unless V is enlarged, too 
(because Dw E P for every w E %‘). However, sometimes one may prefer to 
use a smaller forcing function space than the maximal one. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let the assumption of Theorem 2.3 hold, and let Fl be a 
Banach space imbedded in 9, satisfying (F2) with S replaced by 9,. Then 
Zn(gx9,) is closed in C!#‘X~~, and the restriction of the semigroup in 
Theorem 2.3 to 9 x & is a strongly continuous semigroup in Zn (GJ x 6). 
That Zn (9 x 9r) is closed is proved in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 
(if f,, + f in 9,, then f, + f in 9). The semigroup property and the strong 
continuity follow trivially. 
3. SOME MEMORY SPACES 
Below we shall describe some “memory spaces,” which can be used in the 
construction of the Banach spaces YV and 9 in the previous section. 
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Let 1: R 4 (0, co) be a continuous function, normalized so that ~(0) = 1, 
and define 
?(S + t) 
P,(t) = sup - 
scR ds) 
(tER). (3.1) 
Suppose that p,(t) is finite for each t, and continuous at zero. Observe that 
p,, is submultiplicative, i.e., 
P,(S + 1) 6 P,(S) P,(t) (s, t E RI, (3.2) 
and that 
?(S + t) d P,(S) r(t) (s, t E R). (3.3) 
The continuity of p7 at zero together with (3.2) implies that p,, is con- 
tinuous. We call a function q of this type an influence function. 
Influence functions can be used to define certain memory spaces. Let B be 
a Banach space. We let LP(R; B; q) (16 p < co) be the Banach space of 
(strongly) measurable functions y: R 4 B, with norm 
IlYll = 
[ 
s, C?(f) llYwdr] 
VP 
(lGP<co), 
=es;Ey~ v(t) IIy(t)ll (P= 00). 
The translation operator r,, defined by 
rt Y(S) = Y(S + t) (s, t E R) 
(for almost all s) is a continuous linear operator in LP(R; B, v]) (for fixed t), 
with norm 
IbIll = P,( - t), (3.4) 
as is easily seen (cf. [25, Lemma 2.23). It is strongly continuous in t for 
1 < p < cc, but not for p = co. Therefore, we shall also consider the Banach 
space BUC(R; B; q) of continuous functions y: R 4 B such that qy is 
uniformly continuous, with the norm of L”(R; B; q). In this space z, is 
strongly continuous (cf. [25, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.53). We let BC,(R; B; q) 
consist of those functions y in BUC(R; B; q) which satisfy q(t) y(t) 4 0 
(t 4 *co). Clearly BCO(R; B; q) is a closed subspace of BUC(R; B; q), 
which in turn is a closed subspace of L”(R; B; q). 
Most of our results apply equally well in LP(R; B; q), 1 <p < CO, in 
BUC(R; B; q), and in BCO(R; B; q). To simplify the notations, we let 
Y(R; B, q) stand for any one of these spaces. 
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We shall also need the corresponding spaces of differentiable functions. 
We define PP(R; B; q) to be 
PP(R; B; tj) = {q E LP(R; B; q) I q’, cp”,..., (p% LP(R; B; q)}. 
Here (P(~) is the kth distribution derivative of cp. Let BUP(R; B; q) be 
BUP(R; B; q) = (‘P E BUC(R; B; tj) 1 cp’, c/f’,..., q(“‘k BUC(R; B; q)}, 
and define BCr(R; B; II) in the analogous way. The translation operator is 
strongly continuous in PP(R; B; q) for p < 00, and in BUCm(R; B; u) and 
in BC;(R; B; q), but not in Pco(R; B; q). As a general notation for these 
differentiable spaces we use 
r”(R; B; q)= (YE Y(R; B; q) 1 y’, y” ,..., y% Y(R; B; q)>. 
In the preceding memory function space notations, when we replace R 
by R- or R+, we mean the restriction of the memory space in question to 
R- or R+. One can identify LP(R-; B; q) and LP(R+; B; r~) with the set of 
functions in Lp(R; B; q) which vanish on Rp and R+, respectively, and 
with this interpretation, LP(R; B; 9) = LP(R-; B; q) @ LP(R+; B; q). The 
corresponding statement in the continuous case is more complicated. 
Define BC&R; B; v) and BUC,(R; B; q) to be the set of functions cp in 
BCO(R; B; q) and BUC(R; B; q), respectively, which satisfy q(O) = 0. Then 
BC&R+; B; v) and BUC,(R+; B; q) can be identified with the set of 
functions in BC,(R; B; q) or BUC(R; B; q), respectively, which vanish on 
R-, and analogously with the roles of R+ and R- interchanged. With this 
interpretation, BUC,(R; B; q) = BUC,(R-; B; q)@ BUCo(R+; B; q) and 
BUC(R-; B; t,~) = BUC(R; B; q)/BUC,,(R+; B; q), etc. 
4. A SOLUTION FUNCTION SPACE 
Below we shall discuss one method of constructing the solution function 
space $V in Section 2 in a case when the forcing function space 9 is given. 
The construction can be based on, e.g., the inverse of D + II for some com- 
plex 1. 
Let Y(R; B; q) be either LP(R; B; q) for some p, 1 <p-c co, or 
BUC(R; B; q), or BCo(R; B; q). We choose the forcing function space SF to 
be the restriction Y(R+; B; q) of Y(R; B; q) to R+, i.e., 9 is either 
LP(R+; B, q), or BUC(R+; B; q), or B&(R+; B; q). Then (F2) holds, and 
by (3.4), ll~,ll G P,( - t). 
We shall construct a space $V by using an auxiliary operator E. This 
operator is required to satisfy the following condition: 
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(E 1) E is a linear, autonomous and causal operator mapping 
dam(E) c Y(R; B; q) onto Y(R; B; q), and it has a continuous and causal 
inverse. 
Here the autonomy means that dam(E) should be translation invariant, 
and that z,E= ET, for each cp in dam(E) and PER+. It follows from (El) 
that E-’ is also autonomous. The causality of E means that q(t) = 0 for 
t E R- implies Eq(t) = 0 for t E R-, and the causality of E-’ that Eq(t) = 0 
for teR- implies cp(t)=O for PER-. 
Let +‘- be the domain of E, with the norm induced by E, i.e., jlwll w = 
l[Ewll Y(R;B;Vj. Clearly, this is a Banach space, and E is an isomorphism of 
$V onto Y(R; B; q). As E is autonomous, (W2) is satisfied. We claim that 
also (Wl) is true. Let w, + w in $+‘“, with w,(t) = 0 for TV R-, and define 
fn=Ewn. Thenf,+f=Ew. By the causality of E, f,(t)=0 for ~GR-, so 
also f(t) = 0 for t E R -. As E- ’ is causal, also w = Ep ‘f must satisfy 
w(t) =0 for t ER-. This shows that (Wl) holds. 
Clearly, to satisfy (Dl), (D2) and (D3) we have to assume something 
connecting D to E. An important special case is the following: 
(D4) D: dam(d) + Y(R; B; v]) is a linear, autonomous and causal 
operator with dam(b) c Y(R; B; q), and D is the composition of B and the 
restriction mapping of Y(R; B; q) onto Y(R+; B; q) = 9. 
(D5) For some complex 1 and some operator E, satisfying (El), and 
dom(b)cdom(E,) the range of D+iE, is Y(R; B; q), D+ AE, has a 
causal inverse and E,,(D + iE,)-’ is continuous from Y(R; B; q) into itself. 
Frequently, we shall choose E, to be the identity operator I. When (D4), 
(D5) hold, we can define E to be (b+ AE,). Then DE-’ =Z- 
lE,(a+ AE,,-’ is continuous from Y(R; B; q) into itself, so (D2) is 
satisfied. 
If (D4) holds, and (D5) happens to be true with A = 0, then it is possible 
to verify (Dl) and (D3) also. If w(t)=0 for t ER- and Dw=O (i.e., 
(Dw)(t)=O for t ER+), then by the causality of 6, Dw =O. Thus, (D5) 
with I = 0 implies w = 0, so (Dl) is true. Furthermore, we claim that (D4) 
and (D5) with I = 0 imply that 9$ is LP(R+; B; ty), or BUC,(R+; B; q), or 
B&JR+; B; r~), depending on the chaise of 9. Clearly, if this is true, then 
(Fl ) holds (in the Lp-case, F0 = 9, and in the continuous cases, & has 
codimension one in 9). As we already observed above, (W l), (D2) and 
(Fl ) imply (D3). That & is contained in one of the space listed above is 
obvious. Conversely, if f belongs to that space, then we can extend f to a 
function in Y(R; B; q) by defining f(t) = 0 for t E R -. Define w = 6-‘f: 
Then w E %‘& and f = Dw, so f o &. In other words, the claim is true. 
In general (D5) will not be true with A = 0. Still, it may be possible to 
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verify (Dl) and (Fl) also in this case by choosing the influence function q 
properly. Observe that the values of q(t) for t E R+ do not affect the initial 
function space 9J. In particular, as far as L% is concerned, one is free to 
choose q(t) for t E R + in a fairly arbitrary manner (as long as (El) or 
(D4), (DS) are satisfied). On the other hand, the values of q(t) for t E R- 
are irrelevant in (D 1) and (F 1). Therefore, suppose that (D4) holds, and 
that the following condition is satisfied: - 
(D6) There exists an influence function v,(t) satisfying ql( t) > q(t) for 
t ER-, VI(t)=?(t) for tER+, such that the restriction of B to Y(R; B; r],) 
is one-to-one, its range is Y(R; B; q,), and its inverse is continuous and 
causal. 
Here, with the restriction of d to Y(R; B; rl) we mean the operator 
whosedomainis (wEWnY(R;B;q1)14wEY(R;B;q1)}. 
In the argument above, which verifies (D 1) and (F 1) when (D5) holds 
with L=O, one can replace (DS) (with L=O) by (D6), and so (D4) and 
(D6) imply (Dl) and (Fl). 
We have prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) Let (El) hold, and define W, and F as above. Then 
(Wl), (W2) and (F2) are satisfied. 
(ii) Let (D4) and (D5) hold, and define E=B+lE,,. Then (El) is 
true, and if we define W and 9 as above, then (D2) is satisfied. 
(iii) In addition to (i), suppose that (D4) and (D6) are true. Then 
(D 1) and (F 1) are satisfied. In particular, if also (D2) holds, then so does 
(D3). 
5. A FORCING FUNCTION SPACE 
The construction in Section 4 is nonstandard. In the usual approach, one 
specifies the initial function space B (and maybe the solution function 
space $+‘J once and for all, and tries to show that (HFE) generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup in 98. This may very well succeed without 
an explicit use of the forcing function space 9. For instance, one could use 
a perturbation technique, assuming that the perturbations behave well 
enough. Also in Section 2, in the homogeneous case, one could avoid the 
space %, assuming instead the existence of the continuous operator ED, 
used in the definition of x in the proof of Theorem 2.1. However, if one 
knows that (HFE) behaves well, one usually also asks the question of 
exactly what kind of perturbations one can permit in (FE), and still have 
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the same type of solutions as in (HFE). This is the question we shall dis- 
cuss below. 
Again, let Y(R; B; q) be either LP(R; B; q) for some p, 1 d p < co, or 
BUC(R; B; q), or B&(R; B; co) (or some other function space, for that 
matter). Let w be a subspace of Y(R; B; q), satisfying (W 1). Let D map a 
dense subspace dam(D) of -ly into the restriction Y(R+; B; q) of Y(R; B; q) 
to R +. Also, suppose that (HFE) is well posed in the following sense (cf. 
Corollary 2.2): 
(D7) a,, is a closed subspace of 93, and for every cp E 9$, which is a 
restriction to R- of a function in dam(D), equation (HFE) has a unique 
solution x E %‘“. Moreover, the solution mapping cp + x is continuous and 
linear from &!I,, n dam(D) (with the norm of S&J into %‘-. 
We can define a generalized solution of (HFE) to be a function x in “fy-, 
which is the limit in w of actual solutions of (HFE). When (D7) holds, it 
follows from the continuity of the solution operator in (D7) that to every 
cp •9~ we have a unique generalized solution x E w, which depends con- 
tinuously and linearly on cp. 
Actually, we know a little bit more about the generalized solution x 
above than just x E w. As cp E go, we must obviously have x E “Y, where 
Y = {w E W 1 the restriction of w to R- belongs to ~28~). 
Observe that -Y # %‘” iff go # 39, and that Y is a closed subspace of %‘“. 
Moreover, w0 c Y. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (Wl) and (D7) hold. Then there exists continuous pro- 
jections P and Q in Y, with P + Q = I, such that P projects Y onto the set of 
generalized solutions of (HFE), and Q projects -Y onto WO. In particular, V 
is the direct sum of WO and the set of generalized solutions of (HFE). 
Moreover, D is one-to-one on dam(D) n WO. 
Proof: Clearly, if D is not one-to-one, then the solution is not unique. 
Let Z?V -+ B,, = V/W0 be the restriction map, and let S be the solution 
operator which takes cp E 93,, into a generalized solution XE V. Define 
P= ST. Then P is a projection, and its range consists of the set of 
generalized solutions of (HFE) with initial functions in 9&,. Define 
Q = I- P. Then th e range of Q is wO, and the conclusion of Lemma 5.1. is 
true. 1 
Lemma 5.1 permits us to extend the definition of D to all of Y, and to 
define an appropriate forcing function space PO, The situation when 
dam(D) = W is simplest, so let us treat this case first. Now every 
generalized solution is an actual solution, and if we split w E V into x + wO, 
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where x is a solution of (HFE), and w. E -W,, then Dw = Dw,. Moreover, D 
is one-to-one on wo. Define F. to be the image of w. with the induced 
norm, i.e., II f II F. = IID- ‘fll wo. Then F. is a Banach space. As D maps w 
into Y(R + ; B; q), also F. must be subspace of Y(R; B; q). 
If dam(D) # w, then we can define go to be the image under D of 
dam(D) n wo, with the induced norm, as above. However, go will not be 
complete. Let So be the completion of Ro. As D is an isomorphism of 
dam(D) n w. into got,, and dam(D) A w. is dense in wo, D extends to an 
isomorphism of w. onto Fo. We can further extend D to all of Y by defin- 
ing Dx = 0, when x is a generalized solution of (HFE) with initial function 
in Bo. If D maps dam(D) n w. onto Y(R+; B; q), and if the inverse of D 
from Y(R+; B; q) into dam(D) n w. is continuous, then Y(R+; B; q) c So. 
In particular, every f E Y(R+; B; q) is a permitted forcing function, and F. 
may be a space of distributions rather than a space of functions. 
We have proved the first part of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. (i) Let (Wl) and (D7) hold, let VC W be the exten- 
sion of B. to R, and extend D to an operator from Y into F. as described 
above. Then D is continuous from V into So, and (D2) is satisfied. 
(ii) In addition, suppose that 9So=&#, that (W2) holds, and that D is 
autonomous. Then PO satisfies (F2) (with 9 replaced by PO). 
Proof Only the proof of (ii) remains, so let D be autonomous, $&Jo =g, 
and let (W2) hold. 
For every fEFo, define A,f = DQA,Ef; where Q is the projection in 
Lemma 5.1, E: F. -+ w. is the inverse of the restriction of D to wo,, and D is 
the extended operator. Then A, is strongly continuous, and A, f = f: 
We claim that 
QAtQw = QAtw (teR+, WC%). (5.1) 
That this is true can be seen as follows. As D is autonomous in dam(D), 
the extended operator D is autonomous, and so left-translates of solutions 
of (HFE) are solutions of (HFE), i.e., A, Pw = PA, w for t E R + and w E %‘-, 
where P = I- Q. Then 
QA,Qw=QA,(l-P)w=QA,w-QPA,w=QA,w, 
and (5.1) is true. Using (5.1) we find that 
A,A,f = DQA,EDQA,Ef = DQA*QA,Ef 
=DQA,AsEf =DQAr+sEf =At+sf, 
and this shows that A, has the semigroup property A,,, = A,A,. 1 
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Observe, that if dam(D) = w, or more generally, if &c Y(R+; B; q), 
then A, defined above coincides with the ordinary translation and restric- 
tion operator in Y(R+; B; q) (because D is autonomous). Otherwise, A, is a 
generalized translation and restriction operator in F’& 
6. SOME CONTINUOUS, CAUSAL AND AUTONOMOUS OPERATORS 
The development in Section 4 was based on an causal and autonomous 
operator E, whose inverse E-’ was continuous and causal from Y(R; B; q) 
into itself. To be able to apply that construction, we have to know some 
examples on continuous, causal and autonomous operators from 
Y(R; B; q) into itself. 
Let L(B; V) be the set of bounded linear operators from a Banach space 
B to a Banach space V. We abbreviate L(B; B) by L(B). Let q be an 
influence function, and let M(R; L(B; V); p,) (where p,, is defined as in 
(3.1)) be the set of L(B; V)-valued dominated measures ,U on R, satisfying 
11~11 = j-R P,@) d I P I (t) < 00. (6.1) 
If p is supported on R +, then we write p E M(R+; L(B; V); p,). For the 
definition of a dominated measure, see, e.g., [9, p. 473. For example, every 
strongly measurable function a: R -+ L(B; V), whose norm belongs to 
L’(R; R; p,), defines a measure in M(R; L(B; V); p,), so in particular, 
L’(R; W; V); P,) = WR; W; V; P,). 
In the following lemma, let Y(R; B; q) be either LP(R; B; q) for some p, 
1 < p d CO, or BUC(R; B; q), or B&,(R; B; q). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let ,u E M(R; L(B; V); p,). Then the (convolution) operator 
p*, defined (almost everywhere) by 
maps Y(R; B; q) linearly, continuously and autonomously into Y(R; V; q). If 
p is supported on R +, then p’* is causal. The norm of the convolution 
operator ,u* is at most llp(l, defined in (6.1). 
Lemma 6.1 is proved in [25] in the case when B = V = R”, and the same 
proof applies here (see also [24, Lemma 2.21). 
When B = V = C”, much more is known on the invertability of a con- 
volution operator of the preceding type than in the general case. See the 
discussion in [15, Sect. 81. 
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Lemma 6.1 can be applied in quite general memory spaces, but the con- 
ditions put on /A are quite strong. If we replace B and V by Hilbert spaces 
H and G, and specialize the memory spaces to be L2(R; H; v.,~) and 
L’(R; G; v~,~), where a and p are real numbers, and 
qol,p = e-“’ (PER-), 
=e -Br (f,R+), 
(6.2) 
then one can get by with much weaker conditions on the operator by using 
a lemma due to Paley and Wiener. For every XE L2(R+; H; eeyr), define 
the Laplace transform J(z) of x by 
i(z) = j e-“x(t) dt. 
R+ 
It converges absolutely for Re z > y. 
Paley and Wiener [23, pp. 3-91 have proved the following lemma in the 
case H = C: 
LEMMA 6.2. Let x E L’(R+; H; epy’). Then 2 is analytic for Re z > y, and 
SUP [ 
o>y R 
li(a + io)12 do = 2x h+ lemYtx(t)12 dc< CO. 
Conversely, to every function q(z), which is analytic in Re z > y, and satisfies 
sup Iq(o+iw)12do<cq 
s o>y R 
there is a unique function XE L2(R+; H, epyt), satisfying 2(x)= q(z) for 
Rez>y. 
We omit the proof of Lemma 6.2, because it is more or less a repetition 
of the proof given in [23]. That proof is based on the theorems of 
Plancherel and Parseval, and on properties of integrals, which are valid 
also in general Hilbert spaces. 
With the aid of Lemma 6.2, one can prove the following result: 
LEMMA 6.3. (i) Let A4 be a bounded and analytic function in Re z > y, 
with values in L(H; G), where H and G are Hilbert spaces. For each 
x E L2(R +; H; epy’) let Ex be the function in L2(R+; G; e-Yt) satisfying 
(Ex)*(z) = M(z) R(z) (Re z > y). (6.3) 
505/58/2-2 
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(cf Lemma 6.2). Then E maps L2(R + ; H; e -‘I) linearly and continuously 
into L’(R+; G; e0’). 
(ii) Let tl, PER, define y=min{a, /I}, and let the hypothesis of(i) be 
true. Then the operator E in (i) has a unique extension to a continuous, 
linear, causal and autonomous operator from L’(R; G; v~,~) into L*(R; G; 
v,,~), with v,,~ as in (6.2). 
(iii) In addition to (ii), suppose that 
sup (l+ lzl) lImNL(H,G)< 00. 
Rer>y 
Then the extended operator E maps L’(R; H; u,,~) continuously into 
W’*‘(R; G; va,,J 
(iv) Assume (ii), except that the boundedness condition on M is 
replaced by 
sup Cl+ IA)-’ IIW)IlL(H,G)< a. 
Re22-)’ 
Then there is a unique continuous, linear, causal and autonomous operator E 
from W’*‘(R; H; n,,@) into L’(R; G; v,,~), satisfying (6.3) with y replaced by 
b whenever XE W’*‘(R; H; na,B) vanishes on R-. 
We call M a multiplier, and say that E is induced by the multiplier h4. 
Proof (i) That (i) is true follows immediately from Lemma 6.2. 
(ii) First, let us suppose that a = /I. Then y = a =/I 
If the support of x is bounded to the left, and x E L2(R; H, epyf), then we 
can define the bilateral Laplace transform R of x by 
f(z) = jR e-“x(t) dt. 
We can consider the Laplace transform of a function in L’(R+; H; eey’) to 
be a special case of this more general transform, if we extend functions in 
L’(R+; H; e-yr) to R by zero for t < 0. Also the bilateral Laplace transform 
converges in this case for Re z > y, and satisfies 
(z,x)- (z) = e”i(z) (tER;Rez>y). (6.4) 
If x E L’(R; H; eey’), and x(t) = 0 for t < -T, then we can use (i) to 
define z-,Ez,x for t< -T. By (6.3) and (6.4), 
(z-,ET,xy (z) = M(z) i(z) (t< -T; Rez>y), 
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so in particular, z -,Ez,x is independent of t for t < -T. We can define Ex 
by 
Ex=t-,Ez,x, 
where t < -T is arbitrary. Then (6.3) holds, and by (6.3) and (6.4), E com- 
mutes with translations, i.e., E is autonomous. Moreover, 
II-W < 11~-111 IIEII IbJl lbll = ey’ IIEII ewyf llxll = IIEII IlxlL 
so Ex depends continuously on x. If we temporarily denote the subspace of 
functions x in L*(R; H, e+) whose support is bounded to the left by 
Li(R; H; e +), then the extention of E to Lz(R; H; ePyr) defined above is 
continuous, linear, causal and autonomous from Li(R; H; eP’) into 
L*(R; G; ePYf) (or more precisely, into Li(R; G; e-?‘)). As Li(R; H; emY’) is 
dense in L*(R; H, eeyr), E can be extended to a continuous, linear, causal 
and autonomous operator from L*(R, H; ePy’) into L*(R; G; ePyf). The 
uniqueness of the extension is due to the fact that E is uniquely defined on 
Li(R; H; e0”), and that Li(R; H; epy’) is dense in L*(R; H, ePyf). 
Now consider the remaining case a # /3. By the preceding argument, E 
maps L*(R; H, eCar) continuously into L*(R; G; ePar), and L*(R; H; ecBf) 
continuously into L*(R* G* ePB1). 
If a > /?, then L*(Rl H: uag) can be identified with L*(R; H; e-“‘) n 
L*(R; H; em@), and E is continuous from L*(R; H; qar,J into 
L*(R; G; e-“‘) n L*(R; G; eeBt) = L*(R; G; v,,~). 
If a</$ then L*(R; H; v~,~) contains both L*(R; H; e-=‘) and 
L*(R; H; e-B’), and L*(R; H; qa,& can be identified with 
L*(R-; H; e-“‘) @L*(R+; H; e-“‘) (cf. Section 3). Now E maps 
L*(R-; H, e-“‘) continuously into L*(R; H, e-“), and L*(R+; H, ePB’) 
continuously into L*(R+; H,eP8’), so L*(R; H; v,,~) is mapped con- 
tinuously into L*(R; G; u,,~). The operator E is causal, autonomous and 
uniquely defined in L*(R; H; eWaf), and this is a dense subspace of 
L*(R; H; rl,J, so E must also be causal, autonomous and uniquely defined 
from L*(R; H, v~,~) into L*(R; G; v~,~). 
(iii) The convolution operator e*, where e(t) = epcy+ lJt (t E R + ), 
e(t) = 0 (t E R-), maps L*(R; G; v~,~) continuously into W’**(R; G; qor,8). 
This is proved in the case G = R” in [25, Lemma 3.61, and the same proof 
applies here. This operator is of the form given by (ii), with H = G, and it is 
induced by the scalar multiplier 
(z+y+ 1))’ (Re z > y). 
Let D: L*(R; H, v=,~) + L*(R; G; q,,s) be induced by the multiplier 
(z+lJ+ l)Wz) (Re z > y). 
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Then Ex = e * Dx, so E maps L*(R; H; v,,~) continuously into 
W’**(R; G; v,,~), as claimed. 
(iv) Let D: L*(R; H, v~,~) + L*(R; G; v~,~) be the operator induced by 
the multiplier 
(z+y+ 1)‘M(z) (Re z > y). 
The operator e*: L*(R; H, v~,~) --t W’,*(R; G; v~,~) used in the proof of (iii), 
has a continuous inverse, namely the operator which takes 
XE W’q*(R; H; v,,~) into (d/dt) x+ (y + 1) x. This operator is also a 
“multiplier operator” in the sense that if XE W’,*(R; H, v~,~) vanishes on 
R-, then 
(z)=(z+y+1)35(2) (Re z > y ), 
We define the operator E: W’,*(R; H; q.,p) + L*(R; G; va,b) by 
Ex=D 
Then E is of the required form. The uniqueness of E follows again from the 
fact that E is uniquely defined for functions in W’**(R; H; v~,~) whose sup- 
port is bounded to the left, and that this subspace of functions is dense in 
W132(R; H; rr&. 
As we already mentioned above, the conditions on E in Lemma 6.4 
(analyticity and boundedness of M) are substantially weaker than the 
corresponding condition p E M(R+; L(H, G); e-“I) in Lemma 6.1. This 
follows from the fact that if ~EM(R+; L(H, G); e-“‘), then p(z) = 
JR+ ec” &(t) is bounded and analytic in Re z > y (and continuous in 
Re z> y) with values in L(H; G), and that for XEL~(R+; H; e-“‘), p * x 
satisfies (CL * x)~ (z) = p(z) a(z) for Re z > y. 
7. A NEUTRAL FDE IN C” 
The construction in Section 2 has been inspired by a corresponding con- 
struction for a neutral functional differential equation in [25] and [27]. 
Below we shall explain how the results in [25] and [27] can be fitted into 
the construction in Section 2 
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Consider the linear, neutral, autonomous functional differential equation 
-$ (/A * x)(t) + v * x(t) =f(t) (tER+), 
(7.1) 
x(t) = dt) (tER-). 
Here x, f and cp are C-valued functions, and p and v are L(P)-valued 
measures. Defining 
P)(t) = f (P * x)(t) + v * x(t), 
we can consider (7.1) as a special case of (FE). 
Let n be an influence function, let p, v E M(R+; L(C”); p,), and let p be 
atomic at zero (i.e., p has an invertible point mass at zero), as in [25] and 
[27]. As usual, let Y(R; C”; q) be either LP(R; C”; q) for some p, 
1 <p < co, or BUC(R; C”; q), or BC,JR; C”; q). Then the convolution 
operators p* and v* map Y(R; C”; ye) into itself (cf. Lemma 6.1). 
In [27, Sect. 71, the solution function space -Iy- is Y”‘+‘(R; C”; q) for 
some m 2 0, and the initial function space 9i is r”+ ‘(R-; C”; q). One can 
choose the forcing function space 9 to be r”(R+; C”; q) (although the 
growth rate at infinity of the forcing functions is more restricted in [27]). 
In particular, (W2) and (F2) are satisfied. In this setting, D is continuous 
from w into 9, i.e., (D2) holds, and (Dl) is always satisfied (due to the 
fact that p is atomic at zero). If moreover q(t) is sufficiently small as t + co, 
then (D3) holds. In other words, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 and Corollaries 2.2 
and 2.4 can be applied. The equation studied in [27] is of the type 
described in Corollary 2.5. 
It is possible to think of Ily- as a space constructed as described in Sec- 
tion 4, with Y(R; C”; q) replaced by r”(R; C”; q). For instance, one could 
choose E to be the operator whose inverse E-’ is 
(E-lx)(t) = 1’ e-““x( t - s) ds (tER), --m 
for some sufficiently large number 1. 
The situation when the solution function space 9’” is Y(R; C”; q) is 
studied in [25]. Here the continuous case differs slightly from the Lp-case. 
This difference is related to the fact that point evaluation is a continuous 
operator in BUC(R; C”; n) and BC,(R; C”; q), but not in LP(R; C”; q) (cf. 
the last paragraph in Section 3). 
Let w be either BUC(R; C”; q), or BC,,(R; C”; q). Then, under 
assumptions analogous to those in the case V = r”+ i(R; C”; TV), m > 0, 
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the homogeneous version of (7.1), (7.2) generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup in ~4% One can use the argument in Section 5 to construct a 
maximal forcing function space. Basically, a “good” forcing function f is 
the “restriction to R +” of the sum of a function in %‘- and the distribution 
derivative of a function in -ly. Another way to express this fact is to permit 
two forcing functions in (7.1), one of which is differentiated, i.e., to replace 
(7.1) by 
~(P*x(f)--R(I))+v*x(f)=f(1) (tER+), 
(7.2) 
x(t) = v(t) (tER-1, 
and assume that g and f are restrictions to R+ of functions in 9F. 
If w = LP(R; C”; q), then the solution of (7.1), is not unique without 
further assumptions. One has to specify the value of p * x(0) explicitly, or, 
if one prefers to work with (7.2), the value of p * x(0) - g(0). One way to 
overcome this difftcult is to replace (7.2) by a system of equations 
P * x(t) - Y(t) = g(t) (tER+), 
; y(t)+v * x(t)=f(t) (tER+), 
(7.3) 
x(t) = cp(t) (tER-1, 
Y(O) = Yo. 
We regard (7.3) as a functional equation in C” x C”, and require x and y to 
satisfy 
x E LP(R; C”; rj+), y, y’ E LP(R + ; C”; q). 
In other words, the solution (x, y) is required to belong to 
w=LP(R; C”; q) x W’,P(R+; C”; q). This space w is of the form con- 
sidered in Section 2 (although there is no memory term in the y-com- 
ponent), as it is a Banach space of equivalence classes of functions 
(x(t), y(t)) on R, created with the seminorm 
II(x, Y)II = [JR C?(t) Ix(t)l]P fdt 
C?(t)l” (Iy(t) IY’(wwll’p. 
One can identify ~49 with LP(R-; C”; q) x C”, and (Wl), (W2) are satisfied. 
We choose F to be LP(R+; C”;q)xLP(R+; C”;?). Then (Dl), (D2) and 
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(F2) are again satisfied, and if q(t) is sufficiently small as t + co, also (D3) 
holds. In other words, the results in Section 2 apply. 
The system (7.3) is a good example on a functional equation of “mixed” 
order: It contains a lirst order derivative with respect to y, but no 
derivative with respect o x. This is reflected in the structure of the solution 
function space, which has more smoothness in the y-component han in the 
x-component. It is also “mixed” in the sense that only the old values of x 
are remembered, not the old values of y. 
8. TIE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
The neutral equation discussed in Section 7 is closely related to the “dif- 
ference equation” 
P * 41) =-f(t) (t~R+h 
42) = v(t) (teR-). 
(8-l) 
See, e.g., [26]. Here p is the same measure as in Section 7, i.e., 
~EM(R+; L(C); p,), and p is atomic at zero. Let Y(R; Cn) be either 
LP(R; C”; q) for some p, 1 <p < co, or BUC(R; C”; q), or BCO(R; C”; q), 
and define 
W- = Y(R; C”; q), 9= Y(R+;C”;q). 
Then (Wl), (W2), (Dl), (D2) and (F2) hold, and GI = Y(R-; C”; q). If q is 
sufficiently small as t + 00, then also (D3) is satisfied, just like in Section 7. 
In the Lp-case, Z = a x 5, and in the continuous case, 
so Z has codimension one in a x 9. By Theorem 2.3, the equation (8.1) 
generates a semigroup in Z. 
9. A VOLTERRA EQUATION WITH 
NONINTEGRABLE KERNEL BUT INTEGRABLE RFSOLVENT 
Consider the Volterra integrodifferential system 
x’(t) + Ax(t) + jr qt-s)x(s)ds=f(t) (tER+), -cc 
(9.1) 
x(t) = dt) (tER-1, 
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where x, f and cp are V-valued, locally integrable’functions, A is a constant 
matrix, and B is a matrix-valued, locally integrable function. Miller [17] 
has developed a semigroup formulation for (9.1). To be able to continue a 
solution x of (9.1) for t > T> 0 when it is known on ( - co, T], one has to 
make use of the values of x(t) for - co < t d T in one way or another. 
Miller does this by altering the forcing function f for t 2 T, and for this 
reason, we shall call Miller’s semigroup a “forcing function semigroup.” 
Most of the recent semigroup results for (9.1) are of this forcing function 
type. See, e.g., [S, 11, 181. 
A few years before Miller [17], Barbu and Grossman [2] studied the 
corresponding homogeneous equation, and developed a semigroup theory, 
which is of the same initial function type as the semigroup in Corollary 2.4. 
One of the advantages with Miller’s approach, as compared to Barbu’s and 
Grossman’s, is that Miller did not have to assume that B in (9.1) is 
integrable at infinity. This assumption is crucial in [2], and it is also 
present in Section 7 above in the form VE M(R+; L(V); p,) (in [2], 
q(t) E p?(t) z 1). The purpose of this section is to show that even if B is not 
integrable, it is possible to find an initial function semigroup generated by 
(9.1), provided the resolvent of the kernel in (9.1) is integrable, and B(t) is 
not “too large” at infinity. 
One can interpret the convolution .4x( f ) + j\ o. B( t - s) x(s) ds in (9.1) as 
a convolution of x with a matrix-valued measure. The particular form of 
this measure (a point mass at zero plus an absolutely continuous measure) 
is of no importance, so we can just as well replace it by p * x, where p is a 
matrix-valued measure. However, we do not want to assume 
p E M(R+; L(V)) (i.e., PE M(R+; L(C”); p,) with p,, = l), because that 
case is already treated in Section 7. On the other hand, we need some 
boundedness condition on CL. We have chosen to restrict the kernel to the 
sum of a measure in M(R + ; L(P)) and a function of bounded variation. 
When applied to (9.1), this means that B should be the sum of an 
integrable function and a function which is of bounded variation. This 
assumption is far from necessary, but it simplifies the treatment. 
We rewrite (9.1) in the form 
x’(t)+p*x(t)+jL C(t-s)x(s)ds=f(t) (tER+), 
-co 
(9.2) 
x(t) = V(f) (tER-1, 
where ,U E M(R+; L(V)), and 
C(t) = v(L-0, fl) (tER+), (9.3) 
with v E M(R + ; L(C”)) (v is the distribution derivative of C, extended to R 
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by zero for t ~0). For each komplex y, let R, be the solution of the 
resolvent equation 
R;(t)+p* R?(t)+j’ C(t-s) R,(s)ds=yR,(t) (tER+), 
0 (9.4) 
R,(O) = I 
(define R,,(t) = 0 for t < 0). Moreover, suppose that for some complex I, 
R, E L’(R+; L(C)). This implies the Laplace transform condition 
det k,(z) # 0 (RezbO, z#O), (9.5) 
because 
[(z-n)z+p(z)+iyz)/z] &(z)=Z (Rez>O, z#O). (9.6) 
If in addition det Rn(0) # 0, then it follows from [ 151 that one without loss 
of generality can take v = 0, i.e., CE L’(R+; L(C)), and we are back in the 
situation of Section 7. Therefore, suppose that det R,(O) = 0. 
It follows from standard theory on Volterra equations that 
R, E L’(R+; L(C); e-“) for some sufficiently large number d 3 0. Fix any 
such number, and define q(t) = ryOJt), with qO,d as in (6.2). Then 
p,(t)=qd,O(t), again with qd,o as in (6.2), and p, VEM(R+; L(C); p,). Let 
Y(R; C”; q) be either LP(R; C”; q) for some p, 1~ p < co, or BC,(R; C”; q) 
(but not BUC(R; C”; q) or L”(R; C”; q) as these two cases require a dif- 
ferent treatment). The convolution operator RA * maps Y(R; C”; q) con- 
tinuously into itself, and it is causal and continuous. We choose the forcing 
function space 9 to be Y(R + ; C”; q). 
We claim that R, * is one-to-one in Y(R; C”; q), and that the inverse of 
Rj.* is causal. For the moment, suppose that this is true. Let E be the 
inverse of Rj. *, with dam(E) = rng(R, *). Define 
Dx=Ex+Ix (x E dom( E)). 
If, e.g., x is continuously differentiable, x(t) = 0 for t < - T (for some T), 
and 
f.(t)=x’(t)+p*x(t)+f_ C(t-s)x(s)ds (tER), 
\ 
then it follows from the resolvent formula for Volterra equations that 
x(t) = R, * f(t) - IZRi * x(t) (tER). 
The right-hand side belongs to dam(E), hence so does the left-hand side. 
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Applying E to both sides we get Ex = f - Ix, so f = 4x. This shows that D 
is an extension of the operator which takes a continuously differentiable 
function x, vanishing for t < -T, into 
x’(t)+p*x(r)+[t C(t-S)X(S)ds (tER). 
-‘x 
If we let D be the composition of n with the restriction mapping of 
Y(R; C”; q) onto Y(R+; C”; q) = 9, then we can regard (9.2) as a special 
case of (FE), and (D4) and (D5) are satisfied. Define w as in Section 4. By 
Theorem 4.1, (Wl), (W2), (D2) and (F2) are satisfied. 
It still remains to verify (Dl) and (D3). We shall do this by showing 
that (D6) is true with r],(t) = ePdr (t E R). Observe that both RA and R,, 
belong to L’(R; L(C); e-” ), hence so does their convolution. It follows 
from (9.6), and (9.6) with 1 replaced by zero (and Re z > d) that 
Thus, if w E w n Y(R; Cr; vi), Ew E Y(R; C”; q,), then 
RO*(bw)=(RA-ARO*RA)*Ew+ilR,*x 
=w-AR,* w+AR,,* w=w, 
so R0 is a left-inverse of the restriction of B to Y(R; C”; qr). Similarly, if 
f E Y(R; C”; qi), then R,, * f E Y(R; C”; q,)n “w, and 
&R,*f)=E[(R,-IR,*R,)*f]+IR,*f 
=f-AR,*f+AR,*f=f, 
so R0 is also a right inverse of the restriction of d to Y(R; C”; qr). This 
means that (D6) is satisfied, so (D 1) and (D3) also hold. 
In other words, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4 can be 
applied, provided we can show that RA * is one-to-one in Y(R; C”; q), and 
that its inverse is causal. 
The proof of the fact that R,* has a causal inverse is based on the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 9.1. Let q and r belong to M(R+; L(V)), and satisfy 
(Re z > 0). P-7) 
Suppose that either XE Lp(R-; C”) for some p < co, or XE BCo(R-; C”), 
andthatr*x(t)=Ofor teR-. Thenx(t)=Ofor teR-. 
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Proof: As r*x(t)=O for PER-, it is also true that q*r*x(t)=O for 
t E R-. It follows from (9.7) that q * r equals the function (1 - t) e-’ for 
tER+,andq*r*x(t)=OfortER-meansthaty(t)=OfortER-,where 
y(l)=j’ (1-t+s)e-“-“)x(s)& (PER-). (9.8) -m 
Differentiate this equation to get 
x(t) = 2Af) + y’(t) + z(t), (9.9) 
where 
z(t,=jl, (t-s)e-(‘-S)x(s)ds 
But y(t)=y’(t)=O for tER-, so 
x(t)= j:, (t-.s)e~(‘~S)x(s)ds 
Two more differentiations yield 
(tER-). 
(FERN). 
x”(t) + 2x’(t) = 0 (zER-). 
The general solution 
x(t) = Cl + C2ep2’ (tER-) 
of this equation does not belong to LP(R-; Cn) for p-c co, or to 
BC,,(R-; Cn), except when C, = C2 =O. This proves that x(t) =0 for 
teR-. 1 
In order to apply Lemma 9.1 we have to find a measure 
q E M(R+; L(C)) satisfying (9.7) with r replaced by R,. By (9.5) and (9.6), 
the condition (9.7) is satisfied iff for all z # 0 with Re z 2 0, 
4(4=(z~1)2 Rh-’ 
=(z+1)-2[z(z-~)z+zp(z)+o(z)] 
=z+(Z+1)-*[-[(2+~)z+1]z+zp(z)+O(Z)]. 
By [15, Proposition 2.31, there does exist a function bcL’(R+; L(V)), 
with Laplace transform 
6(z)=(z+1)-2 [-[(2+~)z+1]z+zp(z)+o(z)] (Re z > 0). 
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Defining q = 6 + b, where 6 is the unit point mass at zero, we have found a 
q satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 9.1 with r = Rn. As RA * commutes 
with translations, the conclusion of Lemma 9.1 implies that R, * is one-to- 
one, and that the inverse of R, * is causal. This completes the verification 
of the fact that the theory in Section 2 applies. 
In general it is difficult to get an more explicit description of the initial 
function space B. As we have seen in Section 7, if C E L’(R+; L(C)), then 
$%= Y’(R-;C”). If C(oo)=lim,,, C(t) is invertible, then one can show 
that a consists exactly of the set of functions cp in Y’(R - ; C’) which are 
derivatives of functions in Y2(R-; Cn). These two cases are extreme in the 
sense that in all cases, a c Y’(R-; C”), and every cp E Y’(R-; Cn), which is 
the derivative as a function in Y2(R-; C“), belongs to a. 
The nondifferentiated system 
B(t-s)x(s)ds=f(t) (tER-), 
(9.10) 
x(t) = v(t) (tER-) 
of Volterra equations can be treated in a similar way when B is not 
integrable, but the resolvent of (9.10) is integrable. The solution function 
spaces that one gets are of the same type as above, but just like in Sec- 
tion 8, they do not impose any restrictions on the derivative x’ of x. 
10. A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION OF FRACTIONAL ORDER 
In [3], Burns, Herdman and Stech study the equation 
; J;-1 (t-s)raX(S)=f(t) (tER+), 
(10.1) 
x(t) = dt) (-l)<t<O). 
Here x, f and cp are scalar-valued functions, and 0 < a < 1. This equation is 
of the type considered in Section 7, except for one thing. If one writes (10.1) 
in the form (7.1), then p is not atomic at zero. In particular, the theory in 
Section 7 does not apply. Still, Burns, Herdman and Stech are able to show 
that the homogeneous version of (10.1) generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup in the space C( [ - 1, 01; R) of continuous functions on [ - 1, 01, 
and also in product spaces of the type LP([ - LO]; R) x R whenever 
p < l/( 1 - c(). If p B l/( 1 - a), then (10.1) does not generate a semigroup in 
Lp( [ - 1, 01; R) x R. It can be shown, however, (although this is not done 
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in [3]) that for p > l/( 1 - a), ( 10.1) generates a semigroup in 
LP([-l,O];R). 
In particular, in the important case a = l/2, the equation (10.1) can be 
treated in a semigroup setting in C( [ - LO]; R) and in Lp( [ - LO]; R) (or 
Lp( [ - 1, 01; R) x R) for every p # 2, but as far as we know, it cannot be 
treated as a semigroup in the Hilbert space L2( [ - 1, 01; R] (and not in 
L2( [ - 1, 01; R) x R either). .Applying the technique of this paper we get 
alternative state spaces, which do not have a finite memory like the spaces 
above, but on the other hand, they apply for all values of p and a, and in 
the important L2-case our state spaces are Hilbert spaces. They do depend 
on a, and roughly speaking, they are Sobolev spaces of fractional order CI. 
We proceed as in Section 4. The influence function q could be chosen in 
a fairly arbitrary manner for t ~0, but for simplicity we suppose that 
q(t) = vO,Af), with d> 0, and qO,d of the form (6.2). Let Y(R; C; ‘I) be either 
LP(R;C;q) for some p, 1 Qp< 00, or BUC(R;C;q), or BC,(R;C; q). 
Define 
e,(t) = z-(a)-’ F’ec’ (PER-1, 
=o (tERP). 
(10.2) 
Then e, E L’(R+; C; p,) = L’(R+; C), and the convolution operator e, * is 
linear, continuous, autonomous and causal from Y(R; CJ) into itself. 
Moreover, the Laplace transform &, of e, is 
Z,(z)=(l +z))a (Re z > 0). 
We claim that ecr * has a causal inverse E, which satisfies (El). The proof 
of this fact is based on the following lemma: 
LEMMA 10.1. Let q and r belong to M(R + ; C”), and satisfy 
1 
d(z) P(z) = - 
(z+l)I 
(Re z > 0). 
Thenx(t)=OfortER-wheneuerxEY(R-;C),andr*x(t)=OfortER-. 
The proof of Lemma 10.1 is a simplified version of the proof of Lemma 
9.1 (replace (9.8) by 
y(t) = jl, e-(‘-‘)x(s) ds (tER-1, 
and (9.9) by x(t) = y(t) + y’(t)). 
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The hypothesis of Lemma 10.1 is satisfied with q replaced by the function 
e, _ oL, and r replaced by e,. Thus, by Lemma 10.1, e, * has a causal inverse 
We let Y”(R; C; q) be the image of Y(R; C; q) under e, *, constructed in 
the same way as in Section 4, and choose w and 9 to be 
W- = Y”(R; C; rj); cF= Y(R+;C;q). 
Then by Theorem 4.1(i), (Wl), (W2) and (F2) hold. Observe that in the 
case when Y = L*(R; C; q), the spaces Y”(R; C; q) are Hilbert spaces. 
Define 
a,(t) = tra, O<t<l, 
=o, otherwise, 
and let D be the operator defined by 
dx =$ (a, * x). 
(10.3) 
(10.4) 
Then, by [25, Lemma 3.51, 4, maps Y’(R; C; q) continuously into 
Y(R; C; q). It is also linear, autonomous and causal. 
We claim that D can be extended to a continuous operator from 
Y*(R; C; q) into Y(R; C; q). It is not too difficult to show that Y’(R; C; q) 
is dense in Ya(R; C; q), and this implies that the extension is unique. To get 
an extension of d which is continuous from Y”(R; C; q) into Y(R; C; q) it 
suffices to show that the operator which maps XE Y’(R; C; q) into 
&e, * x) E Y(R; C; q) can be extended to a continuous operator from 
Y(R; C; q) into itself. 
By the definition of 4, IS(e,* x) = (d/dt)(a, *e, * x). Suppose that 
uor * e, has a distribution derivative in M(R+; C). Then, by [25, Lemma 
3.61, D(e, * x) = [(d/dt)( a, * e,)] * x. This formula defines a continuous 
function from Y(R; C; q) into itself, and we get the desired extension. In 
other words, it suffices to show that ucr * e, has a distribution derivative in 
M(R+, C). 
Let v be the measure which is the distribution derivative of the function 
which is 0 for t < 1, and t-’ for t 2 1. The Laplace transform b, of ucr is 
entire, and 
b,(z) = [r( 1 - tl) z + O(z)]/z (Re z > 0). 
Thus, the Laplace transform of the (distribution) derivative (d/dt)(u, * e,) 
of ucr * eM is 
cp(z)=[r(l-u)z+0(z)](1+z)~~ 
=T(l-a) + T(l-a)[z”(l+z))” - l] + P(z) C,(z) (Re z > 0). 
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By [15, Propositions 2.3 and 7.63, there exists a function beL’(R+; C), 
such that 
b(z)=T(l-a)[z”(l+z)-“-11 (RezaO). 
This means that q(z) satisfies 
q(z) = f( 1 - a) + S(z) + O(z) 8,(z) (RezBO) (10.5) 
(here we have defined p(z) by continuity on the line Re z = 0). However, 
that implies that cp is the Laplace transform of r(l -a) 6 + b + v * ear E 
M(R+; C). In other words, our claim that d can be extended to a con- 
tinuous operator from Y”(R; C; q) into Y(R; C; q) is true. 
As usual, we let D be the composition of d with the restriction mapping 
of Y(R; C; q) onto Y(R+; C; r~) = 8. Then (D2) is satisfied. 
We want to apply Theorem 4.l(iii) to get (Dl) and (D3). Let vi(t) be 
e -d’ (TV R). To verify (D6), it s&ices to show that the convolution 
operator 
d 
z 
a,*e,*x=f(l-a)x+b*x+V*e,*X 
is invertible in the sense that there exists a measure r E M(R+; C; ql) 
satisfying 
r*(T(l-fx)J+b+v*e,)=d 
(here 6 is the unit point mass at zero). By [15, Proposition 2.31, such a 
measure exists if the function 
q(z)-‘= [r(l -a)+Qz)+O(z)&,(z)]-’ (Rez>d) 
is “locally analytic” in Re z 2 d. As cp is of the form (10.5), ‘p-i is 
automatically locally analytic, provided 
rp(z) + 0 (Re z > d). (10.6) 
Recall that cp(z)=zB,(z)(l +z)-’ (Re z 20). This means that (10.6) is 
equivalent to z&(z) # 0 for Re z 2 d. One integration by parts in the for- 
mula 
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gives 
Re{ ((r + iw) Li,(a + io)) 
= 1 - emu cos(0) 
+J1’ (l-e-“’ cos(w(t)) t--l dt > 0 (Rez>O). 
In particular, z&(z) #O for Re z >O, and (10.6) holds. As we noticed 
above, this implies (D6) with ql(t) =edd’. By Theorem 4.l(iii), the con- 
ditions (Dl) and (D3) are satisfied. 
We have verified all the assumptions in Section 2, so Theorems 2.1, 2.3 
and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4 apply. 
11. A NEUTRAL L*-EQUATION IN A HILBERT SPACE 
Before we present a general version of our next example, let us have a 
look at an important special case, namely the abstract differential equation 
x’(t)+Ax(t)=f(t) (t~R+h 
(11.1) 
x(t) = v(t) (PER-). 
Here -A is the generator of an analytic semigroup T(t) in a Hilbert space 
H (the analyticity is crucial). Our initial condition x(t) = q(t) (t E R ~ ) is 
rather nonstandard in an equation like (11.1) which has no built in delay, 
but it will be appropriate for the generalization (11.4) of (11.1) which we 
shall study below. 
Let G be the domain of A, e.g., with norm 
IIxII~= IlAx+@+ l)xllm 
where p is the order of T(t). Then G is a Hilbert space too, and 
A + (fi + 1) I is an isomorphism of G onto H. 
Let CI be an arbitrary real number, and ,choose any da max{a, (1 + /I)}. 
Define ?j( t) to be &d(t), with fl,,d as in (6.2). Then p,(t) = qd,,(t). Define 
W = W’,*(R; H; q) n L*(R; G; v]), 
Y(R; H; rj) = L2(R; H; Q+), 9=L2(R+;H;q). 
(11.2) 
Then (W 1 ), (W2) and (F2) hold. Let d be the operator 
Dx(t) = i(t) + Ax(t). 
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Then D is linear, continuous, causal and autonomous from w into 
Y(R; H; q). Let D be the composition of D with the restriction mapping of 
Y(R; H; q) onto %. Then (D2) holds. 
Clearly (D4) is true. We claim that also (D6) is satisfied with q,(t) = 
emd’ (t E R). As T is analytic and of order /?, the Laplace transform p of T 
equals ~(z)=(zZ+A))l for Rez>B, and 
SUP (I+ 14) IIw+NIIl.(H,< 02. 
Rez>d 
But (A+(p+l)Z)(zZ+A)-‘=I-(z-p-l)(zZ+A)-’ for Rez>d, so 
this implies 
SUP IIw+N’/IL(G;H)< al. 
Rezzd 
By Lemma 6.3, the convolution operator T* (whose Laplace transform is 
(zZ+ A)-‘) maps Y(R; H; q,) = L*(R; H, ePd’) continuously into 
“w; = W’v*(R; H; e-“) n L*(R; G; e-dr). (11.3) 
As T* is the inverse of 6, this shows that (D6) holds. By Theorem 4.3(m), 
also (D 1) and (D3) are satisfied. 
In other words, Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4 apply to 
(1 1.1 ), with w and % defined as in (11.2). (This result can also be found in 
[29, Vol. II, Theorem 3.21.) 
Now, consider the more general example 
; (x+p*x)(t)+Ax(t)+v*x(t)=f(t) (tER+), 
(11.4) 
x(t) = v(t) (tER-). 
Here A is as above, except that we (without loss of generality) suppose that 
the order of T(t) is strictly less than min{a, 0} (otherwise replace A by 
A + AZ, and v by v - 16, where 1 is a sulliciently large number, and 6 is the 
identity point mass of zero). This means that we can use the norm llxll G = 
IIAxll, in G. Define “llr, Y(R; H; q) and 9 by (11.2). As we already noticed 
above, (W l), (W2) and (F2) are satisfied. If 
p E M(R+; L(H); epcLr), v E M(R+; L(G; H); e-‘I), (11.5) 
then the operator 
@x)(t)=; (x(t)+p*x)(t)+Ax(t)+v*x(t), (11.6) 
505/58/Z-3 
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is continuous from W into Y(R; H; q). If D is the composition of d with 
the restriction mapping of Y(R; ZZ; q) onto 9, then (D2) is satisfied. 
If (11.5) holds, then the Laplace transforms fi and 0 of p and v converge 
for Re z > cx, and p(z) and O(z) are analytic and bounded for Re z > CI, with 
values in L(H) and L(G; H), respectively. It makes sense to define the 
Laplace transform B(z) of D to be 
Clearly, 
B(z) = z + A + z@(z) + v*(z) (Re z > a). 
m = n(z) + (P*(z) (Re z > c1), (11.7) 
where cpl(z) EL(H), (p*(z) E L(G; H), cpl and (p2 are analytic in Re z> c( 
(with values in L(H) and L(G; H), respectively), and 
sup (l+ lzl)-’ lMlL(H)< 009 
Rez>r 
sup II~ZIIL(G;H) < -co* 
Rez>a 
(11.8) 
Actually, the particular form (11.6) of D, with p and v satisfying (llS), is 
not important. Only the analyticity of 6, and the fact that (11.7), (11.8) 
hold matters. This is true, because by Lemma 6.3, (11.8) implies that D can 
be defined as a linear, continuous, causal and autonomous operator from 
w into L*(R; H; q). Therefore, in the sequel we shall not suppose (11.5) 
and (11.6), only (11.7), (11.8), and the analyticity of cpi and (p2 in Re z > a. 
Then, defining D as before as the composition of Zj with the restriction 
mapping which takes Y(R; H; q) onto 9, (D2) holds. 
We want to apply Theorem 4.l(iii) to get (Dl) and (D3), and therefore 
D should map dy; one-to-one onto Y(R; H, vi), and have a causal inverse, 
with q as in (11.3). Now 
b(z) = d(z)(zZ+ A)-’ (zZ+ A) (Re z > d), 
and T* (with Laplace transform (zZ+A)-‘) maps Y(R;H,q,) (con- 
tinuously and) causally onto “w; . Thus, by Lemma 6.3, for the restriction of 
d to Y(R; H, q,) to be one-to-one, onto, and have a causal inverse, it suf- 
fices to require that B(z) is invertible for Re z > d, and that 
sup lIW+4~W’ IIL(H)<M. 
Rez>d 
(11.9) 
By Theorem 4.l(iii), if (11.9) holds, then so do (Dl) and (D3). 
We conclude the following: If (11.8) and (11.9) hold, if ‘p,l and cp2 in 
(11.8) are analytic in Re z > u, if D is the operator induced by D, and if D is 
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the composition of D and the restriction mapping of Y(R; H; q) onto 9, 
then Theorem 2.1, 2.3 and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4 can be applied, with W 
and F as in (11.2). 
In the case (11.6) condition (11.9) is equivalent to 
,, fnfl II[Z+P(z)+(O(z)A-‘-~(z))A(zz+A)-’lxll,~O. (11.10) 
Irend 
If p and v have no point masses at zero, then (11.5) implies (11.10) for 
some sufficiently large d, because in this case 
SUP IIP(Z)llL(H, +V(z) A%(H) 
Rez>d 
G s emd’(d IpI (f) + d IvA -‘I (t)) -+ 0 (d + co). R+ 
Even if v has a point mass at zero which belongs to L(H) it does not mat- 
ter, because 
SUP Ilw+4-‘Il.(If,-+O (d + co). 
Rez>d 
The discussion above has been partially motivated by a somewhat 
similar result of Datko [7]. The equation studied by Datko is 
approximately of the type (11.4), with p and v satisfying (11.6) (Datko does 
not require p and v to be autonomous). Datko uses a different weight 
function, not e-“‘, and the setting is roughly an infinite dimensional ver- 
sion of the product space setting discussed in Section 7. The main advan- 
tage with our result, compared to Datko’s, is that we can allow an 
“unbounded” v (Datko’s v maps H continuously into itself rather than G 
continuously into H), and that we do not assume that /A is “regularizing” 
(Datko supposes that p maps H continuously into G, not H continuously 
into itself). 
Equation (11.4) has also been studied by Havarneanu in [28]. 
12. AN ABSTRACT VOLTERRA INTEGRODIFFEREN~AL EQUATION 
Consider the same equation as in Section 9, namely 
x’(t) + Ax(t) + jr B(t-s)x(s)ds=f(t) (tER+), -cc (12.1) 
x(t) = v(t) (tER-1, 
but in a Banach space B rather than in C”. Let V be a Banach space 
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imbedded in B, and assume that A EL( V; B), BEL’(R+; L( V, B)). Let 
Y(R; B) be either LP(R; B) for some p, 1 <p < co, or BUC(R; B), or 
BC,(R; B). We let the forcing function space F be Y(R+; B). 
If one knows that the resolvent R of (12.1) satisfies R E L’(R+; L(B)), is 
one-to-one as a convolution operator, and has a causal inverse, the one can 
proceed essentially in the same way as in the preceding sections. However, 
the question of the integrability of the resolvent of (12.1) is quite com- 
plicated, and does not really fall within the scope of this work. See, e.g., 
[4, 10, 11, 191. We shall return to this question elsewhere. 
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